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Vol. XXXVIII

No. 1

Non-Frat Men
Orono Sidewalk Large
New Head for
Arts Appointed Named to Senate To Be Replaced
Dr. Allen Succeeds Dean
Muilenburg in Arts
And Sciences

Council Adopts System
Of Pledge Fees for
Use Next Year

Selectman Luro States
New Walk Is Assured;
Town Gives Gravel

Increase in Enrollment
Shown by Registration Figures
Two Year Course Sets Record

According to an announcement made
today by Mr. Luro, chairman of the boarit
of selectmen for the Town of Orono,
word has been received from the state
highway department that plans for a new
sidewalk to Orono will shortly become a
reality. Although no definite grant of
REGISTRATION IS 1,561
funds for the work has been received as
set, it seems assured in the near future.
The project has been hanging fire for
Total Enrollment Includes
several months. Mr. Luro also announced
172 More Students
that in the very near future additional
Than Last Year
street lights on College Avenue are to be
erected in an endeavor to eliminate the
When the University of Maine opened
dark stretches that have always been
its doors this fall, it welcomed a student
hazardous, especially in bad weather.
body larger by 172 members than the
The sidewalk project has been carefulprevious registration a year ago. The
ly planned and it is expected that a much
total registered at the conclusion of the
wider and better drained walk will be conopening day of upperclass registration was
structed. The Town of Orono has dgreed
1510. Five days later the total had been
to furnish the necessary gravel for the
brought to 1561. At the end of the fifth
work. The state is expecting to make
day after registration last year the numavailable funds front a grant made by the
ber enrolled was 1389, a slight decreast
Upperclass students waiting in line outside Alumni Hall during the rush
National Recovery Act of 1933 providing
from the preceding year.
of fall registration
for highway construction and the eliminaAccording to James A. Gannett, regisNon-Fraternity Representatives tion of dangerous conditions and hazards
trar of the University, there was but one
of traffic.
record broken this year. The freshman
The executive committee elected con•
class is not the largest ever to have been
sisted of Houghton, chairman. Bennett,
enrolled, nor is the total enrollment greatRoderick, Brewster. and Stillman, and
er than it has ever been before. The
....proceeded to appoint the non-fraternity
•
course in two-year agriculture was the
_
men who will be Senate representatives!
N. Waddington Killed Included Among Visitors one division to show the largest total in
according to the number of non-fraternity
Dr. Chase, Head of Board of
its history, with 39 first-year men. "The
Is Mary Ellen Chase
On Summer Visit to
men registered this fall. The figure as yet 1
Trustees, Speaks
sharp rise in registration for the Univerhas not been determined. One representaAlumna
Famous
University
sity," said Mr. Gannett, "while not recordBy Jane Stillman
tive is allowed for each forty non-frater- 1
breaking, is very 'promising."
nity men. Charles Delano and Charles ! The first general assembly was held on
Nortnan Waddingb it. a junior at the The University. of Maine's 1936 sumA summary of the registration figures
mer
session
had
the
largest
enrollment
University
of
the
Treat were selected. and Lawcof
Lawrence
Maine
member
e Den Wenhiesday. September 23, at 9:30 a.m. in
and a
Da. EDWARD J. ALLEN who has replaced
ning was also selected to serve if the reg- the I\lemorial Gymnasium. The program Phi Gamma Delta fraternity, was killed ever recorded, according to its director, is given below as of the fifth day after
Dean James A. Muilenburg as head of
i istration of non-fraternity men is sufficient was as follows: The singing of the Uni- in a motorcycle accident September 9 Prof. Roy M. Peterson, who is now upper class registration as against the
the College of Arts and Sciences
corresponding period last year.
.to warrant a third representative.
versity Hymn; "Greetings," delivered by whiln- returning from the University of , abroad.
1936
1935
home
in
Rumford.
Maine
to
his
I
The
total
of
526
students
was
48
more
elected
the Honorable E. E. Chase, newly
Upon graduation, Mr. Allen taught
Graduate Students
33
23
than
Pledge
Fees
NVaddington,
a
Stephens
the
previous
high
in
1931.
Of
this
graduate
of
head of the Board of Trustees; an address
American history, economics, sociology.
279
277
Seniors
_ by Charles William Knudsen, of George High School in Rumford and a forestry number. 364 students were from the State Juniors
and Latin at Twin Falls Public High
286
356
At the meeting of the Interfraternity Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.; and major at Maine. was very popular at the !of Maine, while 67 were alumni of the
School, Idaho. He left to undertake grad367
Sophomores
357
Council a move was passed to adopt a um- the singing of the Maine Stein Song. University. He had a high scholastic :University.
.
nate work at Columbia University. mean385
476
mem system of pledge fees to begin Janu- President Arthur A. Hauck presided, and standing and was winner of the Buck ! Several new courses were introduced Freshmen
while teaching several classes at the
21
29
ary 1. This is to represent a fee c.onstst- music was given by the University Trio. S-holarship. Ile was also very active in; to the session. A social and recreational Special Students
school. He taught at the New York Chap39
22
Two-Year Agriculture
mg of two dollars per month levied on consisting of Robert Parker, Marion athletics.
;program under the direction of Miss Milter of the American Institute of Banking
—
—
each man pledged in order to compensate Hatch, and Ruth Kimball.
Waddington won his freshman numerals !drerl Thompson "encouraged friendships
and at Columbia College and Extension.
1561
1389
the fraternities for rushing costs.
In 1927 Mr. Allen took charge of the preDr. Chase commenced the greeting by inn cross country, indoor track, and outs ]and provided opportunities to enjoy It will be noted that the number taking
legal courses in Brooklyn and carried on
asking the student body to cast one glance .ioor track. During his sophomore year,!Maine's recreational possibilities."
graduate study. juniors, freshmen, and
:urther University Extension work. Seth
backward to view the progress in educa- I e rain second man on the State and New ! A two-day High School Institute was two-year agriculture students increased
Country
Cross
Championship
England
Low Junior College, noted division of C..lion in the United States during the past
!inaugurated, featuring such speakers as sharply, while sophomores and special
iumbia University, claimed him as their
•
century. "Education." said Dr. Chase. teams anal was awarded a varsity letter. I I/r. Sidney B. Hall, Superintendent of students took a slight drop. The senior
acting director in 1928, and finally he was Five Contestants
Place in Inter- "solves problems, promotes truth and lead- Ile was a member of the "M" Club and Public Instruction in Virginia, Prof. P. class remained approximately the same.
appointed director of the college in 1931.
ership. This conception is now challenged, last year was elected as all honorary mem- , W. 1.. Cox, of New York University, Mr.
collegiate Event
In August of this year, he accepted the
for education is not worth its cost. The her of the Pale Blue Key Society.
H. 1. Lewis. of Providence, R. I., and
University of Maine's offer for further
The University of Maine nearly tri- answers to the problems in education must Chester A. Jenkins. Waddington's coach ! Commissioner Bertram E. Packard. In
educationai work as Dean of the College umphed in the annual intercollegiate corn- be more convincing than those in the past in cross country and track, paint a high addition to thirty members of the regular
of Arts and Sciences.
!petition in writing held last May with the for the people who have lost their faith. tribute to the Rumford youth.
faculty, twelve instructors from outside
Set eral new tennis courts are in process
Dean Allen has said that both he and ! University of Vermont and the University Increase in the cost of education is justi- "He was a very congenial chap. Every- were used.
liked
contact
fled only by the quality of the procedure. .nne with whom he came in
his family feel that their arrival at Orono 'of New Hampshire.
dependablei
nTlint
hteseecor\t
n ‘
ao
nrd
nival
.meeting of the Maine of.construction on the campus under the
man
Two new courts for women are
has been their "best move in life towards Contestants from Maine collected a to- This is because public confidence in edu- :.im. lie was a faithful.
Affairs a lecture and IA
n track and cross c..untry. lie was a Te- saints:milts:
a greater happiness." He has expressed tat of 1.3t's points which was just short cation must be maintained."
1:n at::drumpolti,cnierate-ansmoheraldryonwotirlide under way near the Field House, but they
every way."
yet far from completed.
admiration of the friendliness of the !of the New Hampshire total of 105
Dr. Chase is convinced that a great :iable
people both within and without the Uni- which brought that university the cham- deal of time is wasted in irrational thinkcampus July 22 and 23. A total of six ! areInasthe rear of the Memorial Gymnasium
versity. Orono has given Dr. Allen a pionship. This was the twelfth year of ing on new social systems. He does not
sessions were held, covering timely peck_ a new athletic area has been created
state during
through use of WPA funds. The area
complete environmental change after • the competition. The final scoring showed believe it is feasible to reduce "fancy to irst acquaintance with this
very fond of
become
had
Hs
vacation
and
fourteen years of living in the midst of the following result:
fact."
'en\stnong the visitors to the session was Inas been provided with tile drains, gradthey did less
that
thought
o.
Ile
the
lie
Is
great city activity. "The out-of-doors and ,
You can't lift yourselves by your own
Dr
'
. Mary Ellen Chase, graduate from ing has been done. and the top clay surNew Hampshire
1635
the summer visitors than in
Maine's beautiful campus is really a god- ;
bootstraps," he declared. "It is important ..en.liging'
Maine and noted author and English face has been removed and used for the
Maine
I35/3
states.
send," said Dr. Allen.
to study the conditions of the world in . cher
teacher at Smith College. Dr. Chase. who surface of four more new tennis courts
Vermont
0
I
His topic was "Crises and Careers." had
which you are born, and it is especially
just returned from an extended visit being constructed by the WPA just south
On the question of the aims of education
The contest was in three divisions which
Dr. Knudsen mentioned
of the present college courts which were
Dean Allen stated. "Without a doubt the were short story, poetry, and the essay. necessary to retain a critical analysis of if this. 'is nh ..crisis„ a, seen in the bead- to England. offered a series of lectures at
education and to remain free from prcjuThe constructed last year.
the
University
on
the
nation needs more people trained on the An award of $25 was made for first
of
subject
place,
lines of daily newspapers. From the Reading and
college level but admission should be con- while in the other places, which were tied, lice. lie hardboiled in your thinking.
Writing of Literature. She 'According to an announcement made by
is tnne real
journalistic standpoint thereKtant‘en
felt also participated in some of the regular Superintendent Ross of Buildings and
ducted with a view to carefully selecting the prize money was divided. Five of the for in this country social truths are obI/
'
-nisi'.
" every nay.
scured by political dogma.
the most able—I believe fully that the pro- maim, (..„„.stants took places.
courses conducted by the English depart_ Grounds, thc WPA is also going ahead
that it was a very loosely used word,
on work at the new athletic area. Last
"When the national view is increasing
ending of higher education if it is worth
"lent'
country
in
this
been
crises
Edwin S Costrell '38 was the winner of in complexity as it is now, greater ad- "There have
year an area 650 ft. by 350 ft. was drained
•
doingat all • d •
II 0
•
place in the essay division, and with vances should he made by the me e astute as in the period of the Civil War seventy- NYA To Provide Work for Many and graded for this purpose. This year,
standards should be adjusted with the tit.
"
•
it the $25 prize. Costrell is at present to reduce the masses of unfortunate five years ago:' said Dr. Knudsen. "Duralthough the allotment has not yet been
Students in Need
view that the America of the future will
men's news editor on the Campus. A sec- people who believe only what they want ing the years 1861-1865, 7.000-9,000 solapproved, the consent of WPA officials
need a better quality of leadership."
ond place in this division was taken by to believe.
.1iers never returned to the north. Nearly
N\
nuttier the NYA has been con- has been given for extending this area
.Dr. Allen has won a certain measure of
20.000 soldiers are buried in the ceme- tinued this year according to the same east 100 ft. more. An area has also been
recognition by his writings on education. Edwin H. Rand who tied for the position "College students are first of all seeking
teries of Nashville. Tennessee. in Knox- plan as in 1935. The allotment granted prepared, suitable for javelin and hamOne of his most discussed articles ap- with two other competitors from New security. As Maine, develop initiative and
Hampshire.
ville. at Stone River, annl many other the University by the Federal government mer throwing.
resourcefulness,
for
security
is
not
a
sufpeared in a Columbia College pre-medical
places
in the south. The people who were is the same as last year's and is based on
George
B.
Weatherbee
'37
participated
ficient
goal.
Only
the
dead
are
equal,
Journal of Medicine last year, advising
alive,
were sick. war weary. disillu- fifteen dollars each for twelve per cent
One of the busiest members of-the facin
a
triple
tie
left
for
first
place
in
the
poetry
and only the dead are secure. And condievery pre-medical student to hold in recame home to what? To a of the 1934 registrations.
ulty during the summer was Dr. R. L.
serve an alternative career just in case he contest. Another tie occurred in the story tions make it impossible for a man to sioned and
the recurrent crises of This allotment theoretically provides for Morrow, of the History department. In
failed to be among the iortunate students contest with Carolyn M. Brown '37, Ruth live while searching for another faith. hiief respite until
one hundred and seventy-two students. addition to spending a month in Washingadmitted to the medical school. lie wrote, E. Goodwin '36, and a New Hampshire Believe in the tenable faith which is the 1873. 1893. and 1929.
1861-1865 but. because of the excessive number of ton doing research in the State Departsource of sustaining strength. This is the "In contrasting the crisis of
"the selection of an alternative profession student all in second place.
marked differ- requests from needy students, at least two ment, he was busy at writing.
should be made on the basis, first, of care- The standing of the contestants in the basic value of character as distinguished with the present, we find a
have hundred and ten are working at present. The October issue of the American
from pride. Consciousness of character is ence in the periods, although both
ful self-analysis; second, a study of the three divisions was as follows:
in- The average earning per month will be Journal of International Law will conchallenging
to
the
were
First:
conditions
that
Eileen
R.
McLaughlin,
New
worthwhile
the only
compensation."
various occupations."
the
fifteen (1.11ars, as in past years.
War.
Civil
tain an article by Dr. Morrow on "The
After
the
illigence.
Hampshire.
5
points,
$25.
Klatt'.
President Ilauck introduced Dr.
Dean Allen welcomes the students of
See.nial (tie): Carolyn M. Brown. sen as a widely recognized scientist and Smerican frontier was a great opening The number of applicant% for work this Early American Attitude Toward Naturthe University of Maine to his office for
moved tear was greater than ever before, total- alised Citizens Abroad."
help in the solutions of any problems that Maine. 13.i points. $8.33; Ruth E. Good- research worker. He is at Ilarearl Uni country to the west. Those who
The Conference on International Law,
win. Maine. 13/3 points, $8.33; Grace M. versity this year as a member of the fac- west escaped the intolerable conditions in enc about four hundred. As a result, it
may arise.
Pot possible to provide work for all held at Ann Arbor during the summer,
Stearns, New Hampshire, 134 points, uity.
the east. There were water-ways, mines
these, but selections were made as far chose a committee -to write a symposium
All students who are interested in tryDr. Knudsen said that he had made his and railroads to be started. Eight milPOETRY CONTEST
lion acres of land had to be homesteaded :is possible on the basis of comparative Dr. Morrow is chairman of the board and
ing out for varsity debating are requested
and had to undergo the transition in own- need as indicanth in the applications. The is to edit the hook, which will be published
to see Dr. Howard Runion in Room 330, First (tic): George B. Weatherbee,
number of workers is distributed quite by the Carnegie Endowment for InternaMaine,
points, $16.67; Alexander Rudd. New Hampshire, 134 points. $8.33. ership from cowboys to farmers.
Stevens Hall.
Karanikas, New Hampshire, 34 points, The judges for the contest were, in the "Now we fail to take into account," evenly throughout the classes and about tional Peace.
Candidates for Hovey Memorial $16.67; Margaret Paige, New Hampshire, essay, Grenville Benedict. Andover; Prof. continued Dr. Knudsen, "that the passing twenty-five per cent are women.
The students are working on approxi- Prof. G. W. Small, of the English deScholarships, which are available 31/3 points, $16.67.
Jacob Zeitlin, Illinois; and Ludwig Lew- of the frontier is partly the cause of the
ESSAY CONTEST
only to sophomores, juniors, and ,
ishon. an author, who did not act; in the present state of affairs in the crowded mately one hundred and twenty projects, partment. taught two courses in the hisseniors in the College of Technol- First: Edwin S. Gastrin, Maine, $ story contest, Charles L. Bennet, Dalhou- population centers. The physical frontier divided throughout the University. These tory of the English language at the sumogy who are on the Dean's List at Points, $25.
sie; J. Frank Dobie. author; and Edwin has given way to a social frontier which projects were submitted by the various met session of the University of Texas.
this time, are requested to register Second (tie): Kenneth Day, New M. Wight, Bates; in the poetry. Mildred begins at your doorstep and whose limits departments and faculty members and in- He has leave of absence for the spring
elude all types of work from manual labor semester to go to England for further reat Dean Cloka's dim not later than Hampshire, 134 Points, $133; Edwin H. Bole, Smith; David Morton, Amherst; inobody knows.
isearch 0171 the same subject
to research.
'Rand. Mail* 134 POW% Mlai IL C.sand Frederick McCreary, Harvard.
(Centimes! se Pew Sir)
Octubse 114
Edward J. Allen. former Director of At the first meeting of the Student SenSeth Low Junior College, Brooklyn, New ate and the Interfraternity Council held
York, has been appointed Dean of the Col- in Rogers Hall on Tuesday evening sevlege of Arts and Sciences to replace Dean eral important pieces of business were
transacted. The new officers of the SenJames Muilenburg.
The new dean comes from Canyon City, ate, Thomas Houghton, president, and
Colorado. Dr. Allen graduated from Col- ; John Bennett, secretary, were in charge of
orado College iii 1921. after working his the meeting. An executive committee for
way through: His social life at the col- the Senate was elected to provide for the
lege was made more interesting by long appointment of the required number of
hikes centered around the famous Pike's representatives from non-fraternity stuPeak, six miles from the college. He and dents. A resolution was tabled until the
his wife attended the college together for next meeting amending Section 19 of the
constitution of the Council, which provides
two years.
that a freshman, although an official
pledge to a fraternity, may not he allowed
.;n enter that or any other fraternity until
the official rushing time. The new resolution would make such visits possible. This
would apply to pledges who left college
in February last year hut returned this
September. The Council also voted to
adopt a uniform system of pledge fees to
go into effect January 1.

Special Students and
Sophomores Suffer
Slight Decrease

Assembly Features
Talk by Dr. Knudsen

Student in Fatal Summer Session
Motor Accident Records Broken

University Writers
Win in Plize ConteEt

New Titnnis Courts
Are Now Under VVay
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

efunpu5

In The Library

IN THE MORNING MAIL

Perhaps the most amusing and at the
By Jane Stillman
same time most exasperating occurrence
Do not be dismayed at the gross length incident to the weekly publication of the
of "Gone With the Wind." Over a thou- Campus is the arrival of the daily mail.
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
sand pages of book is. I admit, breathUniversity of Maine
The opening of the odd assortment of entaking. But do not be afraid that if you
velopes one by one would give the opener
lo36
start
reading
it,
Member
you
will
be
faced
with
037
the weeks of concentration that confront- a feeling something akin to that of a five
Rssocialed Coteeicde Press
ed you when you read Anthony Adverse. year old on Christmas morning were it
DI•Cributors of
GIOle With the Wind is as lightly written not for the fact that he positively does not
as the name implies (1035 pages, $4), al- believe in Santa Claus—at least not any
though to be sure, it dwells on the rather more. He has been disillusioned too many
Address. all business correspondence to the Business Manager; all other correspondence to serious consequences of the aftermath of times. The fact stands, nevertheless, that
the Civil Vat., and elaborates on the vile the mail still contains constant elements
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
treatment
of the southern gentlefolk by of surprise.
Printed at the University Press, 01,1114 Maine.
Because so many of us actually enjoy
Office on the third door of the XL C. A. Building. Tel. 1:stension 51.
the Yankees.
In comparison with the account of the 'knowing what someone else receives in
. Editor-in Chief
Oliver Eldridge
taking and burning of Atlanta, the first the mail (whether we admit it or not), and
Business Manager
Richard N.
chapters of the book offer a delightfully because the accumulation of the summer
I
[tinted miniature of what life on a planta- appeared not only appalling in volume but
EDITORIAL BOARD
Jean S. Kent.
Managing Editor
1,Vonten's News Editor tion was like in that glorious era of gentle- unusual in subject matter, it seemed that
Thomas F.. Lynch.
Priscilla D. Haskell.
Jane Stlrn_an
,
S.ciety Editor
— .-AssoFiate Editor
or
Robert A. Cabeen.
Stag Photographer men cavaliers. The daughters of the isomething should be said about it.
S.
Editor
arOlnd
tid
At first the opening process proceeded
great families were rigidly brought up
FRESHMAN JOYS
to the "code," in which they were relent- smoothly enough. The envelopes were
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
lessly tutored by their mothers and mam- ripped and the contents tossed on the
Donald P. Kelley.— ___
....._...Feature Editor
By E. R M.
floor
(some
sophomore
had
made
William C. Saltzinan_....___Assistant Sports Editor
off
with
mies Rules of etiquette,h scent
Margaret R. Willision_Asst. %omen's News Editor
strange to us, are enacted by very real the waste-basket). Of course there were What are those gongs a-ringing for?"
said Fresh-On-Parade.
STAR REPORTERS
people in an intimate style which makes the usual exchanges with the newspapers
oorn. Marion Larsen, Lawrence Denning,
Walton Grundy. Jeanette McKenzie, Adrienne Thorn.
you
feel that the people lived right across of other colleges and universities, the "To sound your doom, to sound your
Miriam
routine communications front collegiate
doom," the evil Sophomore said.
the street front you.
press associations, a copy of an Experi- -What makes me look so greenish pale?"
REPORTERS
You see and feel the restrictions of the
ment Station report on the bionomics and
said Fresh-On-Parade.
Richard Trimble, Mildred Dauphinee, Florence Shannon, Winifred Lamb, Martha Simmons, social code through the eyes of
the hero- control of wireworms in .Maine.
Louise Calderwood, Mary Bearce, Ruth Kimball, Celia Cohen, Sylvia Coben, Ruse Costrell,
and re- "You're dreadin' what you've got to
Edna Harrison.
ine, Scarlett O'Hara. She reacts against
leases from the Columbia University
face," the evil Sophomore said.
the stereotyped and artificial set-up into
Press, but it had not gone far before
CUB REPORTERS
which she was born. and so for her the
For
they're doin' Math in Number 6,
strange
things began to appear.
Arland Meade, Alice Lerner, William Forman, Mary Leighton. Dora Stacy. Madge Stacy,
advent of the Civil War is a liberation. I
Eva Chase, Virginia Maguire, Blanche Holman, Kay Rowe, Rose Vihitutore, Regina Shay.
you can hear the crayon fly—
A
letter
came
to
light
from
the
UniverBut Scarlett, and her disposition, which
A Freshman class is gathered there to
BUSINESS STAFF
grows more nasty as you get further into sity Advertising Agency signed by one
do and then to die.
R.
Stuyvesant
Pierrepont,
Jr..
proposing
Merrill Eldridge__........_......__Advertising Manager
the thousand pages, does not make the
Wiliam R. Ifilton_—___............._.Circulation Manager
Ilark! I.isten to those Hero-souls as
As.,„t. I iic.nlation Manager
Robert Harvey
'book great. Margaret Mitchell, the young a syndicated column on women's fashions
they in anguish sigh,
author. hopes y•ou will "Oh and Alt" over et a flat $100 for 35 weeks. There were While they're doin' Mathematics in
the
Ins chief character in her first-born novel. , questionnaires from the Republican Namornin'.
Committee, a volume entitled Why
tional
Scarlett is given no redeeming qualities,
Quit Our 01,n, by George N. Peek. ofand the selfishness and disagreeable dis'What makes the wind so blusterin'
fering "an American program for farm
position which grows on her does not
cold ?" said Fresh-On- Parade.
and factory," a magazine Work and sevmake her portrayal so convincing that she
"Tii chill your bone, to chill your bone,"
eral
other
conunimications
fn
an
the
lives as a real person.
the evil Scmhomore said.
WPA. mimeographed releases from the
Margaret Mitchell attributes to each of
Once again the campus of the University of Maine is made colorful by the brilliant
"Why does the rain 1/14tir down in sheets?"
N VA. a pamphlet published in memory of
green ties and pied caps of the freshman class. Once again the Owls watch the un- her main characters a few definite charsaid Fresh-Ott-Parade.
Cyrus Hall McCormick, a vitriolic four
-I math grins at you. death grins at you,"
wary yearling with a vulture's eye and call their secret evening sessions for the pro- acteristics, never allowing them to show
page sheet rabidly opposed to Semiticism
I e evil Soplunnore said.
motion of discipline. Once again the Freshman Bible is nervously thumbed as the first the normal complexities of an adult. Ashand Communism. an illustrated pamphlet
ley, whom Scarlett loves, is an enigmatiyear man struggles to memorize the Stein Song.
on the Olympic games issued by the Ger- For they're taking- deadly rambles thro'
unable to adjust
The days of constant inquiry are now about over. The members of the Class of cal young man who
man Railroads Information Office. an aptile pine ualk's ghostly rim
'40 have become oriented, have established their position, and have already begun to himsel f bo the postwar conditions. He peal for publicity front the American Red
\ a-catehin' quick consumption front
represents
the
decadent
era
that
is
shown
settle down to serious study. Gradually they are losing their feeling of awkwardness
Cross, a copy of an address delivered liy
a-sittin' on the snow.
biy Alan Squier in "Petrified Forest."
and are gaining the characteristics of Maine men.
the president and general manager of the in: describin' all phenomena in I Icav'n
:You will not be concerned with the meek
Upon its arrival the Class of '40 distinguished itself by showing a marked increase
Pontiac Motor Company to graduates of
and earth bel..w.
figure of Melanie, Scarlett's sister-in-law,
in numerical strength over the freshman group a year ago. In addition to the 476
the General Motors Institute of Technol- They're the l'reslinhil cc ritin' essays bn.
nor the scoundrel, Rhett Butler. The
regular freshmen, there are listed 39 students in the first year of the two-year course
ogy. several announcements of national
the thousand.
author has drawn the picture of a ty•piin agriculture, the largest entering group in that department in the history of the
writing contests. and many more less noThe Ifosh.n
catty eighteenth century melodramatic vilUniversity.
table communications.
lain and it is not worth much.
itself
by
the
fine
exhibition
of
spirit
which
it
displayed
Again '40 distinguished
The entire task took nearly two hours — Gone With the it
is a very emotionat the Rhode Island game. Its enthusiasm was genuine. After the game came the al hook and it makes those who like ro- I to complete. at the end of which time wily
eternal disgrace of defeat at the hands of the sophomores in the push-ball contest.
mantic novels get just as emotional. It is a very few items had been culled which
Freshmen, four years of college life lie at your feet to become what you make possible to get all worked up wondering could be of service in the publication of
them. They are years rich with opportunity for the doing of big things. Make them what is going to happen to the characters, : the Campus.
something that you will be glad to look back upon after graduation. There is much but nothing of inquirtance really does. A I
Some Campus Changes
in store for you.
few of them die, and the others go right
Put your shoulder to the wheel, men and women of '40. Show us the Maine on existing. Wien the end of the book I Due to the increased regi,trati.,11. accomes. you are still left with that sense ! commodations for students.
spirit/
oi hanging in mid-air, wondering where , freshmen. were at a preinimn. Ti, I
the next and final chapter is. The last versity has provided twt,
Adjustment
560 pages could easily be left out. They I man dormitories during the (,.•
One of the most important things which a college man can leant during his fresh- pollute the excellent material of the first ' iif the new dormitory bv rem '
man year is to adjust himself to the conditions surrounding him. For some the task 500 pages and leave a bad taste in your building fOrillerly 1,(1111:i,
•
is an easy one and is accomplished almost effortlessly, but for by far the majority it is mouth. So it seems that Gone With the Christian A ssociatfiut auth II.,•
Wind needed to be edited and revised be- I tilt y residence of I toct,.r
difficult and is accomplished gradually.
In the first place the freshman must he willing and ready to make an adjustment. fore hieing published as a finished product. The former—old, I
Its good points, and they are very good. Hall--houses 33 of Ore ii•
He must recognize the fact that he is facing a new situation, entirely (lifterent than
anything he has faced before. There must be a willingness to make allowances for are the pictorial displays written up in a Fielder and the MI.0 \ •,..
the other fellow, to give and take. At the same time he should not permit himself to pleasing style which give a description of up a tenmorary
IH
flow along with the getteral current to such an extent that he submerges his own per- the luxuriant bloom of southern culture. ens. The former Suiall • •
sonality.
• .1,1 he approach to the cusoims of the south known as The Pines. is..There is always a lot of talk—more than is necessary—concerning supposed class is unsentimental and complete in its analy- pied by the late Dr. I ,. 'T
hatreds. If there is feeling on the part of upper-classmen against freshmen, however, sis of what the genteel folk did with of the College of \
it is not because the latter are inexperienced and "green," but because a very few themselves before their world was shat- students have taken lip
senior
year
tered.
There
is
an
intimate
acciamt
of
a
the two structures II—.
of them are still living in the bright blaze of their personal glory during
in secondary and preparatory school. They have not cOMC doWII ft. earth. There is barbecue and all the things to eat at it. critical housing situal •
For the wonx It •
t
- ,
nothing quite so repulsive to the upperclassmen as a superior attitude on the part of bum- one was run, what the people said
[and did that attended. The materials of IM the upper co.( 1.1
freshmen who simply do not "know the ropes."
This is not meant to inmly that the freshman should he shy and retiring. If he the dresses of the young girls were even eral y-ears used as a .!
has talents, if he is good at any 0114: thing he should shah, us. but he should not expect described. Their g,,ssip is also included, lice lo.l1Se, has Is in 1
an upperclassman to sense an outstanding prep record when he sees it walking to class. for gossip persisted. itt spite of the restric- operative domino' y •
tions of the "code," under which everyone Singh Hall in Orono. s'
Not everyone has heard of Jimmy Jones from Podunk High.
There are certain features of college life which require considerable adjustment lived and by which the aristocracy of the the cooperative tilt it
This expansion of the c•••
on the part of the first year man. For perhaps the first time in his career he is on south was dominated.
G.,ne• With thr Wind has the smell of dormitory life is mote if ,
his own. He must be his own spark plug—his own organizer. Harder assignments
are given him than he has been accustomed to. More is expected of him than ever the south and the acres of Georgia which the success of the plan !ist
were cultivated as plantation lands. The in South Hall reduced
before. He is a part of an older society.
Three things can help tremendously in adjusting oneself to college life. They first 506 pages are soaking in the opulent Oh tably through their s.v.it c,i.
are an agreeable disposition, a willingness to learn, and a-smile. They are three keys atmosphere of those days. They show the same time obtained a se: • s.
the vast expanse of the white or brick . scholastic average. Many 1.4,: is v.
to a successful freshman year.
mansions which housed these attractive, ahled to continue in ss hi ...I th 0111Z 11 i111
useless people; these pages show their ir- decreased costs who othet wise would 1,
Columbia
responsibility, worthlessness and utter been unable to finance living ese,ils,
The former residence of Ft ol ss,r
Once more in the world of sport a David fares forth to meet a Goliath when charm.
Told with a very light touch are scenes S. Hill, one of the three faculty lraa. s a'
Maine faces Columbia in New York Saturday. Apparently from all surface indications and all analyses of the two teams the Black Bears have little prospect of avoiding of pathos and joy. The style carries you I the lower border of the campus. opp..,
a drubbing. Columbia seems to have the weight, power, and experience that should through a bevy of emotions which a well the Phi Kappa Sigma House, has been
acted play will do, but unfortunately, only converted into a Home Econuntics Pracbring her an easy victory.
These factors should not be given too much weight, however. Black Bear elevens through the first 500 pages. The remain- tice House where the girls will have an
..s.• .
I!. . I. )0,
have done surprising things in the past. There is the time, for example, when three der is an anticlimax to the overwhelming- opportunity to apply their studies wider
tn-1.111le
1.!
practical, home conditions.
years ago they faced Yale under apparently very similar conditions. It seemed that ly beautiful prelude.
only a miracle could save the game from being a run-away. To the astonishment of
hold the
The "roving student" plan, inaugurated I Unborn babies hear outside sounds for
everyone, nevertheless. Maine not only held its opponent to two touchdowns hut sucthis year at Princeton, all,
students four months before birth, physieloel
ceeded in doing some scoring too. For a time the Eli's were pretty worried. The
the widest possible choice of courses.
!have discovered.
"push-over" was doing the pushing. The final .core of that game was 14-7 for Yale.
Again last fall, the Bears came back after mil:ling humiliating defeats at the hands of
Boutliiin, leading by two touchBates and Colby and after seeing
downs at the half, to carry the hall lover the line t55 ice to tie the score.
F;tsimi, mu ilecrecs knits for fall
Columbia looks formidable, but ito thing tan ham,. 11 III a football game. It's
been done before.
BUY NIARINETTES

Colle6iate Di6est

Welcome, Freshmen

Farm Bureau Gives Scholarship
A new scholarship fund of $3000 has
been established at the University by the
fourteen county farm bureaus of Maine.
Juniors and seniors in the College of
Agriculture are eligible fur the award.
About two years ago the state organization—Nlaine State Farm Bureau Federation—approved a plan for the creation of
a fund at the University and recommended
it to the several county organizations,
starting the fund off with a generous gift
from its treasury.. The plan stipulated
that on or before December 1, 1936, a
total of $3000 should be raised. Already
the State Federation has received and
turned over to the University $2750, with
every assurance that before December 1
the goal will he realized. Not only did the
state and all the county organizations contribute but 248 local or town units of the
county bureaus, 25 of the 4-H boys' and
girls' clubs, 17 individuals and two indepoident organizations.

441kirkNiegt
ORONO
Sundays continuous from
3:00 p.m.
Week days 2:30 6:30 8:30
Thursday, Oct. 1
"ROAD TO GLORY"
with
Fredric March, W.'arner Baxter
Friday, Oct. 2
"SPENDTHRIFT"
with Henry Fonda. Pat Patterson
Saturday. Oct. 3
"KELLY THE SECOND"
Patsy Kelly. Charley Chase
Sunday. Oct. 4
"IT'S LOVE AGAIN"
je..,ie Maths ws, Robert Young
Mm ti., Tues.. Oct. 5-6
"SAN FRANCISCO"
with
.1,01,!1, Nit-I./011;dd. Clark Gable
Wed. "Floirs.. Oct. 7-8
"GORGEOUS HUSSY"
'5

tit

.1.....11 1 lay, ford. le,,bert Taylor,
I .i. awl I larry in.ire

:r.0
• .1
rrl. &twirl s$1.1ile you

The aristocrat of knitted wear
Freshman Football

Varsity Cross Country

Junior Varsity
Oct. 10 New Hampshire at Durham
Ricker at Orono
24 State Meet at OronoKent, Hill at Orono
3:60 P.M.
Maine School of Commerce at
31 Colby at Orono-3:00 P.M.
On no
Nov. 9 N.E.I.C.A.A. at Boston
31 TIritigton at Orono
Nov. S Junior Varsity
16 I.C.A.A.A.A. at New York

Oct.

11

3
10
17
23

Exclusive
•
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
who resigned to accept a position in KanContributors Club
Pres. Announces sas.
Plans For Year
William W. Turner, Instructor in EcFaculty Changes onomics
and Sociology-. Replaces F.
At Picnic Sunday

Numerous Appointments
In :All Colleges Made;
Promotions Given
A number of changes in faculty personnel for the school year have been
made. In addition to the appentment of
Dean Edward J. Allen to succeed Dean
Muilenburg, and Mr. Percy Crane to
serve as Director of Admissions in the
absence of Dean !tart, the University
has wanted several leaves of absence,
and has awarded fellowships in every
college. In the order of colleges, the
change: in faculty follow:

Faculty Changes for the Year
College of Agriculture:
J. Thomas Pedluw, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry. B. S., Penn. State
College, 1925; M. S. Rutgers University.
1926; Ph. D., Penn. State College, 1934.
Instructor in Chemistry, DePauw University, 1928-1932. Since 1934 employed
as research biochemist with the Burrough Wellcome Company, Tuckahue,
N. Y. Replaces Dr. Monroe K Freeman, who has accepted a position at
Mass. State College.
(Mrs.) Mary Ella Snyder, Instruct°,
in Home Economics. A. B., Gooding
College, Idaho, 1919; M. S., Iowa State
College, 1936. Mrs. Snyder has had both
high school and college teaching experience. Held fellowship at Iowa State
College 1935-36.
Andrew E. leeatson, Acting Instructor
in Agricultural Economics and Farm
Management. B. S., Maine, 1934; M. S..
1936. Graduate Assistant, Dept. of Ag•
ri. Economics, Agri. Experiment Station, 1934-36. Mr. Watson will also
serve as Acting Asst. Agri. Economics in
the Agricultural Experiment Station,
during the absence of Prof. Geo. te
Dow.
Leo Alexander Dick, Graduate Fellow
in Bacteriology.
Alton F.. Prince, Graduate Fellow in
Botany and lemornology.
Harold W. Smith, Graduate Fellow in
Dairy Husbandry.
Karl A. Jacobson, Graduate Assistant
Wildlife Conservation.
Joel W. Marsh, Graduate Assistant.
Wildlife Conservation.
Donakl F. O'Brien, Graduate Assistant, Wildlife Conservation.
College of Arts Sr Sciences:
Charles J. Rohr, Acting Asst. Prof
History and Government. Serving during leave of absence of Prof. Edw. F.
tflow.
.Reginald Coggeehall, Assistant Professor of English and Director of -University Publicity. Takes place of James
Moreland, who has accepted a position
at 0,wego Normal School, N. Y.
Gerald P. Cooper, Instructor in Zoolegy and Research in Iclithyolt,ey.
Spofford H. Kimball, Instructor in
Mathematics. In place of H. S. Sikermean, resigned.
Walter S. Neff, Instructor in Psychology, in the absence of Dr. D. M. Purdy,
on leave studying, having been granted
Guggenheim Fellowship.
Louis-Andre Vignerae, Instructor in
Romance Languages. Replaces Clauue
Bourcier.
Howard I.. Runnel, instructor in Pub
lie Speaking. Replaces D. W. Morris

The

Maine Bear
Make The Rear Your Meeting
Place After the Show
Il".

r,

Ii. Pest

/it
!dam Street

Orono

STEAM
Cleaning and Pressing

B. K. HILLSON'S
TAILOR SHOP
Equipped with Triplex Cleaners,
iiIto mg Sv stem and C.suit nut'us
Flow
The Only Sanitary Cleaning
In Town
Mill Street, Orono — Tel. 336

J. Lewand, resigned.
Kenneth Clarke Fisher, replacing Carl
M. Flynn, who is taking graduate study
at Harvard University.
Donald E. Friedly, Instructor in Public Speaking.
Harold E. Bowie, Instructor in Mathematics. Graduate Fellow at the University of Maine, 1931-32. Mr. Bowie takes
the place of Mr. Fred Lamoreau, who
has bee,awarded a Graduate Fellowslitp
at Massachusetts Institute of Technologe
for this academic year.
Thomas W. Morris, Graduate Fellow
in Physics.
Margery J. Greene, Instructor in Zoology. In place of Edith Mortenson, who
has accepted a .position at George Was:1ington University.
Rose Snyder, part-time instructor in
English.
Margaret A. Haskell, Graduate Assistant in English.
College of Technology:
Vleilber F.. Bradt, Professor of Chemistry and Head, Dept. of -Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering.
Alexander C. Lendo, Assistant in Department of ;Civil Engineering.
Carl A. Linden,-Graduate Assistant in
the Department of Engineering Drafting.
Lewis 0. Johnson,'Graduate Assistant
in the Department of Engineering Dratting. Since graduation has done engineering work for the University of Maine
and for the State Highway Commission..
Agricultural 'Experiment Station:
Merle T. Hilburn, Assistant Plant
Pathologist. During the year 3935-36
Mr. Hilburn acted as assistant in Plant
Biology.
Dean M. .Bailey. Graduate Fellow in
Plant Breeding and Nutrition.

Lieut. Colonel Joseph C. Haw, Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
Sergeant Joseph A. Roy, Instructor in
Military Science and Tactics.
Miscellaneous:
Mrs. Julia D. H. erVhittlesey, House
Superintendent, Colvin HellNene Alexander, Director of Cooperative Dormitories for 'Girls.
Mrs. Edna L. Sheraton, Assistant Superintendent, ,Balentine HalL
Mrs. Mabel F. McGinley, House Superintendent. North Hall.
Blanche I. Castonguay, Resident
Health Nurse.
Leaves of Absence:
Roy M. Peterson, Professor of Romance Languages. To study abroad.
Edward F. Dow, Associate Professor
and Head, Dept. of History and Government. To spend the year in research
study in Washington, D. C.
George F. Dow, Associate Professor
of Agri. Econ. and Farm. and Assoc.
Agri. Economist. To study at Cornell
University.
Lyle C. Jenness, Associate Professor
of Engineering Drafting. To study at
Mass. Inst. of Technology.
Earl M. Dunham, Asst. Prof. of Engineering Drafting. To study at -Harvard.
Himy B. Kirshen, Asst. Prof. of Economics and Sociology. To study at the
Unit ersity of
James N. Haw, Dean of the University.
Herschel L. Bricker, Ass:littera Prof.
of Public Speaking. For study in N. Y.
Fred I.. Larnoreau, Instructor in Mattieniatics and Astronomy. To study at
Mass. lime of Technology.
PROMOTIONS
Cidlege if Arts and Sciences:
George W. Small from Associate Professor to Professor of English. Albert
M. Turner from Associate Professor so
Professor of English. John F. Klein
from Assistant Professor to Associati
l'rofessor of German.
E. Faye Wilson from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor of History and Government.
E. Kenneth Miles from Instructor t
Assistant Professor of German.
College of Agriculture:
J. Robert Smyth from Associate Pro
lessor to Professor of Poultry Husband-.
ry.
•
Charles 0. Dirks from A,sietarit Pro
lessor to Associate Professor of Ent..
big,.
Robert I. Ashman from Assistant Pro.
lessor to Associate Professor of Fordry.
Matthew K. Idiehlands (rota Instruc2
Stir to A:sistant Professor of Bacteriology.
College of Technology:

CHRIS-The Barber -- - - announces
r iii IS No11 Lot t1 TED AT THE
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
Mill Street
Orono
ill

•••-•-•-•

The Cowie:bitters Chili held a tectec
at the girls' field house last Sunday afternoon. Refrs.slinnnts of sweet IN an,
sweet cider, frankfurters, awl chocolat
and cocoanut doughnuts were served
Plan: were discussed for the comtng
jear. -A stag dance will be held in th,
near future.
During the' year a few rominent literary people will be brought to the campus under the ausp:ces of the Contributors Club to speak both at the club'',
meetings and at general assemblies.
It was decided that members who
failed to attend three meetings in sew
cession would be dropped.
Those present were Dr. Elk, Jane
Stillman, Carolyn Brown, Polly Davis,
George Weatherbee,-Charles Treat, John
Murrey, jack Frost, Josephine Snare,
Bertha Borden, Louis Nightingale, Barbara Jones. Thomas Lynch, Patricia
Haskell, Patricia Simmons, and Ellen
Hodgkins.
The next meeting will be held at the
home of Dr. Ellis Sundae.
IL

Vermont Tries New
Scheme For Rushing
Maine fraternity men may be interested in learning of the rusleng system now
employed by the University of Vermont
as announced last week by W. G. Grieve,
secretary of the interfraternity council at
that institution.
The freshmen and new students are
divided into ten groups alphabetically
which visit the houses on three openhouse nights according to a prescribed
schedule. On two following open-house
nights the freshmen may visit wherever
they desire and on these two nights the
fraternities are allowed to ask for rushing-night preferences. The rushingnights are three in number and last from
6 to 12 P. M., and they are followed by
a strictly neutral period such as at present used here at the University of
Maine.

Dean Corbett Presides
At Springfield Meeting
Dr. Hugh C. McPhee, e Maine alumnus of the class of 1918, addressed the
annual meeting of the North Atlantic
section of the American Society of ATVmai Production in Springfield, Mass.,
last week.
Dean Corbett, as president of the organization. presided.
Dr. McPhee is Chief of the Division
of Animal Husbandry of the United
States Departnient of Agriculture. Since
his graduation, he has risen to the highcat position -in his field. He has spent
much time in government research, investigating research programs in Eurowan CIamtrics.
Ile told incidents of his trips and of
the h00 acre research plant in Maryland
which. when completed, will he the largest of its k:nd in the world. Dean Corbett found interesting his story of the
importing of breeds from all parts of
the world and of the experimental work
in cross breeding.
Dr. Mcl'hee declared that government
regulation of cattle and other animals in
Germany has proved very advatitartiou:,
Ralph A. Sawyer from Instructor to
Assistant Professor of Engineering
Drafting.
School of Education:
Ave H. Chadbourne from Associate
Professor to Professor of Education.

Through the cooperation of the
deans of the colleges, the M.C. A.
has been able to arrange as follows for temporary lunch-rooms
for non-resident students for the
period until its own building is
available again:
Agriculture, Men-25 Winslow.
Arts and Sciences, Men Snide
Hall, North W g Sc, yen:.
Cbein'sl y ;Ind Chem :tat Engineei ti
ert 1.".
Civil Erg nr, r ttitt-33 1\
Ii
Els cirittal Etg net -tg--,

Lord.
Mechanical ErgOeerleg — 22,
Lord.
All Women —
Stevens, South.
The cooperatien of all le-l• • tee
these rooms is requested ccc - • ing that good order and cleanline.s
are maintained. The continuance
of these privileges depends upon
such cooperation.

THIS TEST BAFFLES
PSYCHOLOGISTS

CLARENCE ICEMAN, '37
Who made- the trip to the KI Olympics
at Berlin.
Psychologists and educators throughout the country have exhibited an untoual interest in tlie following test which
gives a person a chance to test the sharpness of his vision.
Scrutinize carefully the 'following sentence and state how -many F's, either
Dean Janie • Norris Hart, dean of the
large or small, it contains.
University of Maine since 1903, and ad"The Famous Valspar finish is the
missions director for twenty 'years, has
result of scientific study combined
been granted a leave of absence for the
v-timing year.
with the experience of years."
Dean Hart is widely known throughReferring to a similar test The Outout New England. having been in intimlook states:
ate contact with the schools in his capac"Out of twenty people of intelFgence
Ay of director of admission. Dean Hart
not more than two will get it right thi
joined the staff at the University in 1887,
first time, and a large proportion will INV
find more than three after being told teaching nachenwees and drawing. In
1890, be was appointed professor of
there are more. Professor Walker, of
mathematics, which position he still
M. I. T., submitted it to seventee•
holds. He graduated from the Univertrained scientists used to lookeig for
sity of Maine with the-class of -1885 with
small things, and sixteen failed. My secthe degree of B. C. F—; in 1890, he was
retary, immediately after typing it,
given the profess:0nel degree of Civil
found only three. Stanley Cobb (pro
Engineer. The University of 'Chicago
fessor of Neurology, Harvard Med:cal
awarded him the degree of Master of
School), who fell, was much interested
Scieece in 1897; in 1908, the University
in it and its bearing on mental matters
of Maine awarded him the honorary deand itaelligence tests. I showed it to a
gree of Doctor of Science; and in 193!,
man trained in reading proof, who could
the honorary degree ref Maur of Philfind only four. It's not a fool stunt, hut
osophy.
very interesting as showing how little
Mr. Percy F. Crane of Bethel has been
we see of what we look at."
appointed director of admissions, during
the period of Dean Hart's leave. Mr.
INNOVATIONS
Crane is a graduate of Bowdoin College
in 1917. He has studied at 'MassachusThat Improve
etts Institute of Technology, and at HarFly GERALD McCANN
vard University. For ten years Mr.
Men's Fashion Commcntatory 745 Fifth Crane served as principal of Washington Academy at East Machiae, and more
AITHUe, New York
I hate people who praise something by recently he has served as submaster of
saying, "It's different." Their implica- Gould Academy in Bethel.
tion is, I should think, that every change
Live Stock Judging Team
is an improvement.

Dean James N. Hart
Given Year's Leave

The reverse is more often true. Ant
the uniortunate results of change merely for the sake of change are particularly noticeable in men's clothes, Which, in
our time, have become so stylized and so
functional that a cockeyed innovation is
immediately apparent.
Take those gathered back', for whose
popularity Mr.Cable can be held responsible. At the moment, they ate departing from our midst, scorned by the fashion authorities who proclaimed them,
not so many months ago, as• boon to
male comfort, a contribution to tailoring
art. And after the marvelous complications achieved when a good big pattern
W3' used, the simple shoulder gussets and
side vents that have followed them seem
a let-down. Now, even these are disappearing. And most of the best shops arc
selling sports coats with plain, easy-fitting hacks.

Straws In The Wind
Today the nation is hecorninsi increasingly agitated by the polit
furore of an election year. The mediums of the press and radio
bring the progress of the campaign home to the man in the street.
The candidates speak at the crossroads of the nation as well as the
great metropolitan centers. Political commentators are busy analyzing strategy and seeking the significance of activities behind the
aoenee at the headquarters of the major parties. Speculation upon
the oiecome is great. Will the country support the regulatory enactments of the New Deal or will it swing back to the sharp division of
powers that has long been the theme of American constitutional government)
Several canvasses of popular opinion are being made by means
of straw ballots sponsored by newspapers and notably the Literary
Digest in an attempt to forecast the result of the national campaign.
Several colleges are organizing party clubs to act as centers of party
activity on their campitees. College you'd) is definitely asoueed to the.
importance of this election year.
ical

Next week the CAMPUS will carry an announcement of •special straw vote to be made very •oon on the psesidoonal candidates.
Every active member of the university will be elven an opportunity
to express his preference. Vote in the CAMPUS straw ballot!
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Keegan, Maine Outfield Veteran,
Wins Place on U.S. Olympic Team

Takes Second at Springfield

The University of Maine has been
honored during the past sunaner by having one of its prominent athletes, Clarence Keegan, participating in the'Olympic games at Berlin. The-opportunity of
making the trip -to Germany came -during
a try-out session held at Baltimore,
Maryland, which was attended by Keegan and Harold Woodbury, veteran first
baseman of the Maine -varsity.
Keegan, who has seen service in -the
outfield on two varsity baseball squads
and the 1937 freshman squad, has also
played bawball in the Aroostook league
three seasons. He is a .member of the
Intramural Athletic Association, and -two
years ago he was a Sophomore Owl.
Keegan and 'Woodbury were among
37 candidates who reported for the
Olympic baseball team at Baltimore.
Practice sessions were held from July 112, at the end of which the final selection of players was made. Keegan and
Bill Shaw of Presque Isle, Bowdoin '36
were the only candidates from New
England to be chosen. The entire squad
numbered 21 players and five officials including two former big-league ball players, Les Mann, manager of the team, and
Harry Waltor, coach. They arrived at
Bevlin 'July 26 with the entire American
Olympic team, consisting of 450 athletes.
After -reaching Berlin the lumbers of
the baseball team devoted most of their
time to practice sessions and the various
other -Olympic contests, -including -the
sensational runs of Jesse Owens. -On the
night of August 12 they played a seven
inning exhibition game 'before ;1001,080
spectators. The squad was divided into
two teams, the "World's -Champions"
and the "Olympics". The "Olympic"
team on which Keegan played was nosed
out at the end of the wettest by the score
of 6-5.
'While at the -games, the American
teams were given reserved scats directly
below the box of the Nazi chieftain,
Adolf Hitler. They were ako provided
with free transportation during their
stay to see -the -points a iutureA.of Berlin.
On August 18 emit of the thasdball
teams went to Londim where It met a
team 'composed of American And 'Canadian professional ball players in a dotible
header. After dividing the double header the team embarked at Southampton
for the return crossing.
A parade of -Olympic athletes was
held in New Tot* on September 3, hut
by that time a large part of the-delegation, including Keegan, had left for
home. While in the city 'they were
shown every courtesy. They were allowed free access to all hotels and were
provided with tickets to big league baseball games, the theatres, Coney Island,
and Radio City.
According to Keegan, the Olympic
team from this country was given American food during its stay in Berlin, with
the exception of many kinds of hard
bread:. He has commented especially
in the beauty of the Olympic village,
built to accommodate the athletes from
51 nations, which the government has
now turned over for u,e as an army
post. Berlin impressed him as being the
cleanest city he had ever seen.

The' Universite if Maine lase stock
judging team, under stiff competition,'
took second place at the Eastern States:
Exposition held in Springfield, Mass
last week.
The one day contest brought together
intercollegiate student teams from Cor—
nell University, the University of Maine,
Rutgers University, Massachusetts State
College, the University of West Virginia, Pennsylvania State College, Univer- Women's Athletic Association
sity of Vermont. the University of New
Holds Picnic at Piney Knoll
Hampshire, Connecticut State Came,
The W '
11. A picnic for both freshand Rhode Island State College.
men and upperelasin girls was held law
The members of Maine's team were Thursday. A group of about one hunR. G. McKusick, who compiled an indi- dred girls met in front of Balentine at
vidual scare of (AO points ;Carroll Junes, 5 o'clock and walked to Piney Knoll.
679 points; G. A. MeLaughten, 598 There four campfires were made under
points. The team as• whole compiled the direction of the W. A. A. membere.
1931 points. Maine was second in -the After refreshments were served, old faJersey, Holstein, and Guernsey competi- vorite,' were sung around the campfires.
tion, and eighth in the Ayrshire class
A sodden shower caused some excitement, but fortunately it did not last long.

Cora Sharon Is New PM Mu
Head Replacieg Alice McMullen

A Northwestern University traffic
Cora Sharon,
ha: been elected violator was given a $25 fine recently
President of Phi Mu Sorority to take the and told to work it out in the police
place of Alice McMullen, who has trans- station.
ferred to Boeton University.
The University of Florida it developmg a process for location of hurricanes"
Delta Delta Delta sorority held a pic- by static.
nic at the Ledges Monday night. After
Cornell scientists are beginning a six.
refredintents had been served, a short year search for adult diets that will Inbusiness meeting was held.
crease longevity.

SCRIBNER'S
Candies
Opposite South I lall

Orono

CRAIG.—The Tailor
FOR 111-.1 TER C4.1-ANING AND -PRESSING
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Maine Outing Club Sends Party
Of Twelve in Three Day Trip To
Wilds of Rugged Mt. Katandin
On June 9, 10, and 11, directly follow
Mg the graduation exercises at the urns!
versits, a party sponsored by the Maine '
Outing Club assailed the rocky peak of
Mt. Katandin. For several years Katahdin trips had been planned by the Outing
Club but complications had arisen which I
made it "wee-slay to postpone them.,
This year, however, the climb was made.
The group under the direction of Robert Uhler and Roger Cameron, members
of Pack and Pine, an organization ed
advanced members in the club, left the
university on the morning of the 9th in
two cars. The route to the mountain
led north through Lincoln to Mattawand:tag, west to Millinocket where
dinner was eaten, then north again along
the Tote Road to the foot of the mow,tam on the north side where the climb
was to begin. Ni. sooner had the duffel
been removed from the cars when myriads of small black flies swarmed down
MIL ROY DUDLEY
upon the 11111cUlberS of the party. Fly limo
Katandin guide and owner of shelters
was hastily applied, and after several of
the party had aired their opinions on the at Chimney Pond, who told fascinating
black fly situation, the packs were slung "tall tales" of his experiences in the
and the climb ts.e:m. Tile trail ran for mountain.

MAINE

CAMPUS
Q. What is the natuie it a rumor ii.
.1 plomatic circles?
A. It is authentic.
Q. Is there acathisig else it might be?
A. Yes. It might be well-ground,41
Q. What should an
inquiry be called?
A. A )(robe.
Q. What is a probe like?
.A. It is sweeping, exhaustive, and
searching.
Q. What happens at probes?
A. Perunis are flayed, scored tot
lauded.
Q. How ih. injured persons get ti.
the hospital?
A. 'they are rushed there.
Q. Iht society wedding., ever tak,
place at 12 o'clock?
A. No. They always occur at high
110011.
Q. How do fires start?
A. They are of unknown origin.
Q. When a crime is committal, Ie.%
soon may police be expected to make .1111
arrest?
A. Before nightfall.
O. When a crime involves Mire than
one person, how are they deo-laud)
A. As a ring.
Q. How big is the ring?
A. Nation-wide,
Q. How du they catch a ring?
A. Police spread a dragnet-awl scour
the country.
(1. What are robbers like?
A. They are daring alla bold.
O. Dow do you dead:rile. eine robber?
A. As a Ione bandit.
Q. How die robbers escape?
.A. In a Wgli-powereil antomiobile.

THIS
COLLEGIATE
WORLD

NOTICE
All upperclassmen and
fres!anen interested in working on the CAMPUS statt
dur:ng the coming year are
invited to attend the meeting
of the staff on Friday at one

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Now I lay me down to rest
Before 1 take tomorrow's test.
If I should die before I wake,
Thank gosh, I'll have no test to take.
—Daniel Baker Collegian
• ••••
EPITAPH:
Here lies the body of an atheist,
All dressed up and no place to go.
•
•• •

P. M. at the new ( \SIMS
office, Room 42 Wingate
Hall or report there sometime during the first of the
week. No previous work on
school publications is necessary, but it will prove of
value.

SOCIALIST Father: "What do you
mean by playing truant? What makes
yOU stay away from school?"
Si..,: "Class hatred, father."
• ••••

Instructor I las
HAAT. N't tU heard of the Alpha who
Wide Experience thought Western Union
was cowboy's
In Journalism , underwear?

Ness'

S0111t011e it0111 Hart aid stole the
ale bulldog. When day broke, thes
-cottered bits of hamburger at the foot
oi the statue of John Harvard, then let
the dog ("lion his nose. A photographer
uas hand) and the lit ‘I do papers cared pictures oi the Yale bulldog licking

die feet of John Ilarsard.
The University of Washington doesn't
know whether to take it all aa a c.,utphiut-ut or an ilustilt, but
puzzlaie
their heads alsen the recent statement i f
Frances Farmer, tootie. actress, and law
of their graduate..
A college education, say. the actre,q,
1.3i. a W0111:111 of her capacity to. live.
Elucidating, Mis, FarllitT de, land a girl
is "faads loaned" %then •lie enter:
hut the Waili of trying to inert each
problem rationally and intellecivally is
great for her.
"Wolin-is hie on

hill

emotion" she said,
"and %s hell that is taken fr
thent by to.,
much introspectise thinking, they're not
feminine any more."

it
'
s an ill wind that Mows no good and
WE'RE feeling in an especially poetiMr. Coggeshall„ new member of the i cal mood today. Here we have another
a poor death that doesn't lengthen the
iltpartment, is a Harvard grad-!choice bit of collegiate verse:
Iii,h
11.•y• at l'iltatte
nate and a teacher. Ile has also epriii
"II.e now work their way through
My love have flew
mane time in newspaper work.
-cles.1 as
Having
pallbearers for a
Hint dime me dirt
taught tin the faculty at Harvard in the
Iiiiiiaal home. Fi e : two dollars per
I did not knew
Ilibtiny and government departriwnt for
carry.
/ I im were a flirt.
seven years, he worked on several liosyou
unschooled
TO
a whim.:
in.'. • g mounteiti
toll papers. From 1925-1930, Mr. Co..;
Young Mr, Lawrence Rash of the Uni(1h let me bid
stream, then .-e. p.
.ier a ridge The e ii w fri.ni the pond was long worth
versity of Kentucky ha- been publishing
tte
geshall was on the editorial stad
Do no he foiled
renieml.er'ng.
from
tie
1. a
ri sults of intensive study into the hest
As I was did.
id supper (cooked under New York Herald in Paris.
Tlw
could In
It
nound around
methods of sitting comfortably in 'lassNA'hen asked whether he preferred !
lie have came.
of (thivr, Cameron, awl
behind the t.e:ela. a, ii it.to a wooded the IS at.
100#11S.
teaching
to
newspaper
work,
Mr.
Coggrwent,
He
have
in
Everyone
joined
liar,
pocket at their es.t loot where Roy
He has fotud that the most efficient
lie have left I all shine.
until elark, when -hall replied that teach:lig was "a lot of '
Dudley, a liceil•ed Nlane guide and own- pitching 1,, .
way bi "rest or ,11-41/ ill Oa., i. to use
lie never conic to I.
Ira ire a roaring fire hill" and he liked them both. II is reer of a cabin and three Adirondack shel- there Was
A method very similar to that used be tWo chairs, tar tio bit in lint 111Ie to rest
I can never went to lie.
ters there, weleomed the party to their at one to the shilters. At tensthirty -pottsiblities, he claim-, are a wife, dog.
undertakers in embalming human Goalie. the belated ella -siu. I stink. resting the
It cannot was.
stopping place for the night. Dudley's taps was -..uuded and the group retired and bills. The dog is a Shetland colhr
--Los Angeles Junior Collegian. is being used for the preservation of in- chin in the palm of the band.
the she ite.rs and a wall tent for I five :11111 a half year-, and in eut .ntie
ti tw
, sects by Thomas L. Carpenter, ent.411..1
St course," lie adds, hy way of a
• ••••
his
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ompanies
ciao,-.
11
is
to
hol.
him
the night.
ngy StU,telit at the University of Wits
footnote, "if a third chair can be had
"w....1
win,
says
are
gathering"
You
and
Dr.
can't
the
Aaron
tor
Bakst
A ft Cr break iaq the following morning
without too much inconvenience, it is vet-se:gii
of Col bia University, no matter what cousin.
the hard, at climbing began up through
Carpenter's method consists of first econd indeed te. poop the feet upon."
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system.
Air.
Cogge
During
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the
sent.
fall
rocky
ridge
along
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and
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, dehydrating the insects in a •-oiution of
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ematical
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survey
and Twentieth ("eLtury New.- ,
in the 1.mted States to greet the rising
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miles of the Katandin area.
%a id] the player's chance hut one in idify.
Following a brief lunch the party pr.,
Advantages of the new method, as.' .r
1 ,1100,1Y NA
ding to its originator. are tliat it "be:
ceedal along the Knife Edge, a precipi"My theory is that there are no dice
atea the necessity of keeping apecimem
tous, rock-strewn ridge along the mounthat are not loaded," says Dr. Bakat,
in jars 4.1 soluti011, I /r of mounting them
tan top with sides like a church roof, tc
'e'ther artificially' or acc:dentally;
dry, neither 4.1 WIliCh
Pomola Peak. The descent down Pomsali-The Al. 0, C. 1..1.1 as first outing at
roulette wheel that is perfectly balanced
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Rams Defeat Maine 7-0; Bears Off For Columbia
Fast Rhode Island Eleven,
Led by Mudge, Albanese,
Score in First Quarter

Twenty-five Maine Men
To Tackle Columbia Lion
At New York Saturday

Rhody Makes Twelve Jenkins Sends Harrier
Squads Through Paces
First Downs to
Maine's Eight
uni.sity of Maine varsity and fresh-

Coach Little's Strong
Jayvees Meet Freshmen
Aggregation To
On Saturday Afternoon
Battle Bears

Freshman and Junior Varsity football
teams open their schedules against each
By Bill Saltzman
other on Saturday, October 3, at 3:00
By Ed Costrell
Campus Sports Editor
p.m.
An efficient Rhode Island eleven, employing an offense built around the sensaCoach Jones of the Frosh team is nonEmulating Daniel who entered the Litional Bob Mudge, delivered a touchdown
committal about the outcome of the com- on's Den, twenty-five University of Maine
in the first quarter of a forty-minute grid
bat. The team has held but two scrim- football men left today for New York
contest to defeat the Maine Black Bears,
mages to date. Many of the squad of where on Saturday they meet the mighty
sixty men will get into the action Satur- Columbia Lions.
7-0, in their opener on Alumni Field Satgame
with
Rhode
Island
down
in
Saturday's
right
end
for
a
first
Smith
sweeps
urday.
day.
But, unlike Daniel, who tamed the LiThe single touchdown was the product
Dyer, Marston, Bearce, Ross, Jenckes, ons, the Black Bears are almost certain
Burleigh, Steeves, and Weaver are backs. to be defeated. Columbia is considered
of an irresistible fifty-five yard march
initiated by the Rams when Maine surMarston, formerly of Tilton Prep, is the OT1C of the gridiron powers of the East
rendered the ball shortly after receiving
heaviest back, weighing 215 pounds. Cot- by many football experts. In a recent
the kick-off. Mudge began the march
sing, Cook, and Roberts will play guard practice contest, Lou Little's pupils
from Rhode Island's 45 with a five-yard
position.
trimmed Manhattan, which fielded almost
By Bill Saltzman
advance around left end that was followed
The ends include Currier, Merrill, Cur- the identical lineup that tied Holy Cross
up by halfback Albanese, who drove
tis. Harris, and Raider. Belknap, Schmidt, last fall. Lafayette and Rutgers have
Campus Sports Editor
ahead for another five.
and Bullard will fill the tackle assign- also been subdued by Columbia in practice
ments, and Knight, Larson, and Burr will duels.
For the next four downs, Mudge carWe apologize to Harold L. Webb, retired sports editor of the Campus, for using
alternate at center. Others who will enried the ball, making 22 more yards and
Sid Luckman, sensational sophomore
notice,
So,
until
further
the title of his former column. We couldn't improve it.
ter the game include Morgrage. Genevecz, for the Lions, has been called "the best
placing the ball on the 23-yard marker.
Bear Facts will be Bear Facts.
and Powers. Dyer will do the punting back on the Atlantic Coast." He starred
Then Albanese took the ball through cenand throw the passes.
ter for six yards. Mudge narrowly missed
last year on the Columbia yearling eleven.
Oh,for the life of a University of Maine football player! Not only are the Bear
The Jayvees, under the direction of
scoring on the next play when, after refootball forces making a long trip to New York. but on Friday afternoon they plan
Brice plans to use his entire squad in
Jack Moran. are of uncertain quality, but
ceiving a short lateral, he raced around
to view a World Series contest. Not bad. We suggest that Ted Curtis adopt a motto
the game. Although conceding the conare
sure
to
provide
a
gil
crap.
left end for fourteen yards and was
something on this line: Join the football team and see the World Series. Incidentally,
test to Columbia, the Bear mentor hopes
thrown out of bounds by Francis Smith
Maine plays N.Y.U. in 1938,so the freshmen still have a chalice to visit Broadway.
Ito put up a decent showing.
NOTICE
on the three-yard stripe. The honor of
•
• * •• • *
THE WEEK IN SPORT
Evidently dissatisfied with the showing
scoring fell to Albanese, who slid through
Series, it may be interesting to know that Bill
subject
of
World
Whtle
on
the
The annual
Autumn Tennis of the team against the Rhode Island
right guard for the touchdown. Robblee Saturday—
! Kenyon, football line coach and varsity baseball mentor, considers the famous games Tournament will begin Saturday, Rams last Saturday, Brice sent his forces
Varsity vs. Columbia at New York
converted for the extra point.
a "toss-up." Kenyon believes that Carl Hubbell's pitching power will put the Giants Oct. 3, at 8:00 a.m. Students of all through two gruelling scrimmages this
home.
3:00
p.m.
J.V.'s
vs.
Frosh
at
A stubborn fifty-yard drive by Maine
on an even par with the slugging Yankees.
classes, including freshmen and week. On the basis of this contact work,
"A"
vs.
Lee
at
Frosh
Cross
Country
******
marked the opening of the second period,
graduates, are eligible. New stu- three changes have been made in the starthome
but the omnipresent Mudge blasted Maine
Intestinal fortitude, good old fashion "guts," is the prime essential for a cross dents, especially, are urged to take ing lineup.
"B"
vs.
Orono
at
Frosh
Cross
Country
hopes for a touchdown when he snared a
country man, according to Coach Chester A. Jenkins. "If a chap has plenty of guts, part in this tournament in order to
Rod Elliott, junior from Montreal,
home
pass Smith had heaved toward Joe Hamhe possesses the fundamentals of being a runner." Bf way of illustration, Jenkins told qualify for the tennis squad. This W.Q., has been shifted to the left half
lin. The next three downs saw Rhode
the story of a former pupil in Massachusetts. This particular lad's running form was year, a silver cup, representing the thank from right half. This has been
to Victory
Island unable to advance farther than her Sophs Spurred
pitiful. He teas as bow-legged as a cowboy: his legs were thin as toothpkks. University Singles Championship, done in order to give Elliott all the adalmost
Encouragement
By Co-ed
own 44. and Mudge punted. After making
vantage needed for his natural speed.
But the kid had "guts." And because he had this quality, he lost but one run in com- will be awarded to the winner.
a 20-yard advance on a Smith-to-Elliott
Phil Rogers, a fine defensive and blockLong legs with pants at high water petition that winter.
of
entrants
should
be
The
names
pass, five yards on a completed pass to were much in evidence at the pushhall
former
handed to Leslie Brookes, captain ing man, moves up to Elliott's
Elliott. and 19 yards on an end run by contest between freshmen and sophomores '
The superior speed of the Rams and the inexperience of the Maine eleven were, of the tennis team (Sigma Chi right half spot.
Smith, who had faked a pass, the Black held Saturday afternoon after the football in a large measure, responsible for the defeat of the University of Maine last Satur! In the line, Dewey Proctor, drop kickBears found themselves on the Rhode game. The teams lined up at opposite day, in the opinion of Fred Brice, coach of the Bears. The only players in the Maine House), Ted Curtis, faculty mgr. ing senior, replaces Red Roderick at left
W.
Gym),
or
to
G.
(Memorial
Island 42 as the half ended.
ends of the field and came together with team who came up to expectations. asserted Brice, were Joe Hamlin and Pat Hutch- Small, coach of tennis (250 Stevens guard. Proctor will also call the signals
The second half opened with Joe Ham- a mighty clash. From the fins, the simhs ings in the line and Franny Smith in the backfield.
Hall). The tournament fee will be for the Bears.
* ••• r r • *
lin receiving McCarthy's kick-off and held the lead. much to the disillusionment
, The rest of the team is identical to that
tifty cents as usual.
running 25 yards to place it on his own 46. of the freshman lasses. How-!ver, their
which started against Rhode Island. Joe
:Vow for a felt! predictions in the Maine football world. .4nd to the well known
In seven downs, featured by a 15-yard run tears were partly dried by ther- amuse- kibitzer, these selections are purely in the spirit of fun. We are no experts.
Intramural football is due to start this Ihanlin and Seth Williams cover the end
by Smith. Maine progressed to the Rams' ment at the queer costumes worn by the
Maine 0, Columbia 33
weekend. with 18 teams emered. Four posts. W'ally Gleason and Nolan Jackson
31, and then Roddy Elliott punted out of contestants.
Bates 6, New Hampshire 13
! games are scheduled for the first after- take care of the tackle flanks while Ernie
bounds on the Rhode Island 20.
Refilman handles right guard. Les HutchBowdoin 7, Massachusetts State 0
norm.
The battle raged for seemingly intermWith the ball in their possession, the inable ages, but finally the lusty cheers of
Teams will be notified by the Intramural ings at center completes the line. Franny
Columbia has far too much pirtecr for our scrappy Bears. New Hampshire should
Rams were unable to advance a single the sophomore maids drove their champi- defeat a crippled Bates eleven while Bowdoin will probably have trouble in beating Committee when they should report for Smith will run in the quarterback position
yard and had to resort to a punt. Phil Otis on to victory.
f(,,,,fi.714..d 0,1 Page Six)
action.
a strong Mass. Slate outfit.
Peterson's signal for a safe catch was
disregarded or unnoticed by one of the
For those sport fans who have leisure time, we recommend: Bob Cullinan's Maine
Rhode Islanders, who promptly tackled was a solid, almost impenetrable wall. column in the Portland Sunday Telegram; Bill Cunningham, famous sports writer,
hint and brought the Rams a 15-yard pen- Maine, as had been anticipated. had to over WL.13Z Friday evenings; Francis Wallace's new football novel in the Saturday
alty that gave Maine the ball on the Rhode take to the air and made most of her yard- Evening Post; and Arthur Sampson in the Boston Herald.
••••••• *
Island .35.
age on passes, all of them flung by quarAdvancing but seven yards. Maine lost terback Francis Smith. The Rams, on
Our best wishes are extended to the football team, leaving today for New York.
••• s • • s •
the ball on downs and opened the way for the other hand, did not throw a single
another vigorous drive by tIte Keaney- fitruard and most of their progress was
Gilbert Saex. the Holyoke terror and last year's pet( ?) of the Owls.
Tabs
itteti. After barely making ten yards in made on end and off-tackle runs.
O.K., Saex, how's
claims that he is losing his public because of lack of publicity
the first three downs, the Rams sent
Rhode Island's superiority was evident this
Be sure to attend the Jayvee-Frosh football battle Saturday afternoon.
Ridge around left end for an eleven-yard throughout and was registered in her These scraps are always torrid . Despite rumors, there will be no special train to
•m. In three more downs another first twelve first downs as against eight earned Durham, N. H., for the Maine-New Hampshire game next week. A student special,
iown was earned, and still another was by Maine.
Lewis 0. Barrows, Governorhowever, is being planned for the Bowdoin contest
on when Albanese made an off-tackle MAINE
RHODE ISLAND elect of the State of Maine. was captain of his class baseball team during his under,!ash for 14 yards. Again Albanese car- Hamlin, le
Rugby is a rougher game than football,
graduate days at the University of Maine
ed the ball, this time covering four yards
re, Tallman (Rinoski, Gesick) claims Sid Alpert, junior, who attended Dalhousie University in Halifax last year.
:tul stopping on Maine's 26 yard line. But Gleason (Hayes), it
While it is a long time until basketball, it may
And the players wear only shorts
it the next play Albanese fumbled and
It. Depetrillo t Robblee) be interesting to know that the Frosh basketball five will meet the Bates yearlings in
Peterson recovered for Maine on the Roderick (Proctor). lg
rg, McCarthy two games next winter
The sophs, it is reported, are already worrying over the
Bears' 32.
C. RAO' Sha W Iinure Freshman-Sophomore Track Meet.
It seems that the first-year men have
Hutchings. c
On two successive plays. Al ("Red") Reidman (Fish), rg
All" sonic track stars in their class . More power to Clarence Keegan and Don Favor.
'Iallett made two of Maine's few success- Jackson (Webber). rt
Give a hand to the
the University of Maine's representatives in the Olympics
uI
through center and gave the
It, Pullano (Brown) U. of M. Band. Although organized but three days, their exhibition last Saturday
Pale Blue a first down. Peterson, Mal- Williams. re
let Irkhri° was a credit to the University.
lett. and Elliott then took turns at carry- Smith, qb
qb. Wright
iig the ball, but they managed to tote it Peterson (Rogers), Ihb
rhh. Messina
ior only seven yards. so that Elliott was Elliott. rhb
Ihh. Albanese
The University of California football John ("The Cop") Quigley. for forty
bilged to deliver a punt, which Hamlin Mallen (Beisel), lb
fit, Mudge stadium rests directly over a "fault" which years an N YU campus policeman, has
downed on the Rhode Island 16-yard
4
2
3
1
Periods
could cause its complete destruction dur- been presented with a mahogany-and-silstripe.
0
0-7 !.
7
0
Rhode Island
ver nightstick, the gift of students.
ing an earthquake.
Mudge and Albanese, alternating at carTouchdown—Albanese. Point after
ing the ball, rapidly drove forward to touchdown, Robblee (placekick). RefStock up now with Arrow Shirts—they'll
niidtield. Then Messina made four yards. eree, A. J. Barry; umpire, J. R. Gilroy;
;caching Maine's 46. With Albanese fail- head linesman, J. Leo Foley. Time, four
keep you in style for years—and give
5 to gain on the next down, Mudge hail ten-minute periods.
you more collar and shirt satisfaction
to punt. Maine received the ball on her
p %VII 33 and was able to make but to
you've ever known before.
than
its
118Colby College may move from
yards when the whistle closed the game.
year-old site in Maine to a new location
Throughout the contest the Rams' line two miles away.
Try HUNT or CARLTON, with the
popular wide-spread collar models.
Mitoga fit. . . . Sanforized Shrunk.
In white or fancy — $2.00 — $2.50
man cross country teams are slowly
rounding into shape. Large groups have
reported for both squads.
Only four of last year's varsity cross
country team are present this year. They
are: Hunnewell, Clifford, Hersey, and
Tolland. Sawyer, Hart. and Mowatt of
the class of '39 will make determined bids
for the remaining positions. Other members of the varsity squad include Ohler,
Henuningway, Howard, A. G. Smith, and
Schoppe.
Coach Jenkins reports that the Freshman cross country squad is the most inexperienced in years. Only two of the
forty-five men have ever run cross country
before, both being from the Caribou High
team. Jenkins states that several of the
candidates are of desirable physical build
for runners, and should develop well with
experience and training.
The teams for Saturday's meets with
I.ee and Orono are not selected yet, as the
men are not sufficiently in shape to run
time trials. The team will he made up of
those showing promise in training.

Bare Facts

Get a fresh start
with ARROW!

We Take This Opportunity To Thank

The Student Body

For the Fine Sense of Sportsmanship

Win Two Free Tickets to Bowdoin!

Shown Us During

We will hereby give to the persoit in this contest who submits the
best cheer two tickets covering transporta*irm and admission to the
Bowdoin Game.
Place your cheers with your name and address on them in the Contest Box in the Book Store by Monday. the 12th of October, at
12 noon.
The winner will be announced at a future rally.

THE BOOK RUSH
When Service was Hard to Give

1 IFS

Quickly and Ordcrly

Signed
Ted Curtis
Charley Lowe
Eddie Pierce

University Store Co.
()n the Campus

Dig up the old ones—Think up some new ones

•
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ARROW"
VIRGIE'S
LOCAL DEALER FOR ARROW SHIRTS
Orono
Mill St.
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Maine Curriculum
Has New Courses

NOTICES

CAMPUS

SOCIETY 4kr'

Saltzman Succeeds Webb
As Campus Sports Editor

Freshman Officers Elected

At a meeting of the freshman
Freshman girl interested in tryWilliam Saltzman was elected sports
:lass held during Freshman Week
Several new courses and changes in ing out for drum-major. Height
the following temporary officers
editor of the Maine Campus at the last
others in the University of Maine cur- approximately 5 ft. 6 in. preferred.
were elected by the class: presimeeting of the staff in Stevens Hall Fririculum base been introduced for this Call Edward F. Brarmann, ATO
Deutscher Verein Goes to
Maine Rears Furnish Music
lent. William Treat, Winterport;
school year.
day noon. He is is succeeding Harold
House, telephone 434.
Pushaw for Annual Picnic
At Tennis Club Stag Friday
vice-president, Marion Fitzgerald,
Webb, who tendered his resignation a few
A new course is being offered in ChiNewburg, N. Y.; secretary, GwenDer Deutsche Verein held its annual
The Stag Dance of Sektember 25 was
Any freshman boys interested in
nese Culture in which the art, philosophy,
days before.
dolyn
treasHarrington.
Bangor;
and literature of China are to be reviewed starting a drum and bugle corps picnic Tuesday at Pushaw Pond. After held in Alumni Hall ...der the sponsorSaltzman was assistant sports editor on
urer, Kenneth Burr, Kennebunk.
This course aims to satisfy the student's should leave their names and ad- lunch the members went canoeing. In ship of the Tennis Club with an attendance
the Campus for a few weeks during the
desire for a finer, more personal under- dresses with Sergeant Rae in the the evening the group gathered around a of about 200. The Maine Bears furnished
last school year. While in Bangor High
standing of the Chinese race, and at the supply room in the armory.
music, with the added attraction of a new
fire and sang German songs.
School he was a member of the staff of
same time to enable him to obtain through
crooner. Chaperons were Dr. Small, Maine Campus Occupies
Those attending were: John De Long,
Fellowship Community Church
his study of this people, an intelligent and
Dean and Mrs. Lutes, and Mr. and Mrs.
the
Oracle, the school magazine. At
New Quarters in Wingate
Max Fitch, Paul Morgen, Russel Morgen,
of Orono
unbiased understanding of present day
T. S. Curtis. Leslie Brookes, Charles
present he is the sports correspondent at
as
4,
Everett
Brewer,
Dr.
Francis
October
Bradbury,
Sunday,
observe
Will
problems in the Far East.
Holbrook, Francis Jones, and William
The Maine Campus staff upon its return the University for the Bangor Daily
Loyalty Sunday in accord with the sug- and Mrs. Klein, Dr. Miles, and Mrs. Veague were in charge.
Commercial.
In addition to courses in theory and
for
Miles.
Committee
National
the University found that its former
to
the
of
gestion
music appreciation, the music department
Recovery.
Welfare
Religion and
offices on the third floor of the M.C.A. Forty Are Admitted to
Phi Kappa Sigma Entertains
is offering the opportunity to beginners
Dr. Charles M. Sharpe will speak on M.C.A. Sponsors Retreat
First Vic Party of Season building had been turned over with the
Honors English by Dept.
or experienced performers to study voice,
Speaker
With
Bradshaw
Prof.
That
the theme "What Is the Religion
a
rest
as
building
piano, violin, organ, or other instruments.
use
the
for
of
dormiI
Phi
Kappa
Sigma
at
first
entertained
its
The following members of the freshman
Can Heal Us?" Service at 10:30 a.m., The M.C.A. is sponsoring a retreat at
This is made possible through the affiliaclass, on the basis of excellence in the
Standard Time. Place. the Orono Com- Camp Jordan on Saturday evening and vie party Friday night, September 25, tory for freshman boys.
tion of the University with the Northern
Mrs. J. K. Albite, house matron, acted as
Numerous possibilities(?) for office Freshman Week English tests, have been
munity House, next to Post Office.
Sunday, Oct. 3-4, with Professor Marion
Conservatory of Music in Bangor. The
, The Young People's Club (Abenakis) J. Bradshaw, of Bangor Theological chaperon and hostess. Among those presspace were investigated in various build- excused from the regular classwork of
.
Music Branch of the Bangor Public Liwill give a Welcome Party to all new Seminary as leader. Professor Bradshaw, ciii • .• Betty hlomans, James Morn - ings on the campus, with the results of English 1 and admitted to the Honors
brary will be available for the students of
students on Saturday evening, Oct. 3. in- who has recently returned from Russia silo: Henrietta Cliff. Harold NVoodbury ; the investigation sadly disappointing un- Course, Eh II, Literature and Composiseeight
of
maximum
these courses. A
the barn at 23 Bennoch St., next door to and Germany, will discuss the relation Elizabeth Doble, Charles Lowe; Frances til through the cooperation of President tion for Freshmen, taught by Dr. Arthur
mester hours of credit will be allowed in
the Community House. Games, refresh- between Christianity and the recently Smith. Foster Higgins; Priscilla Libby, Hauck, Dean Cloke, and Professor Evans Jensen and Dr. Ruth Crosby: Edna Pearl
applied music.
ments, and a general good time. Come and emerged political and economic systems of Wayne Merrill; Ruth Trickey, Nathan it was found that the staff could occupy Adams, Virginia Lucille Barstow, Leon
Fellows; Marion Dunbar, John Gowen; Room 42 on the fourth floor of Wingate Joseph Breton, Diana Brooke Church,
The course in Twentieth Century News- get acquainted. 7:45 to 10:00.
Several members of the UniverEtwo
•
' Frances Austin, Ralph Higgins; Ruth Hall.
papers has been transferred from the
Burton. Parker Clark, Charles H. Clough,
cost
The
present.
be
also will
site faculty
I
•
, Dimery, Stanley Titcomb; Mary Bowler
spring to the fall semester. Until midMethodist Episcopal Church
Jr., Ruth Catherine Damery, Dorothy
not he nvwe than one dollar. Anyone
will
lack
Despite
of
and
air-conditioning
a
on
concentrate
:and l) maid Kelley.
November the class will
and Wesley Foundation
Day. John Patrick Dimmer, Helma Kahis name at the
leave
should
terl
irte:.e,
elevator
free
service,
members
the
of
•
as
opinion
study of the press and public
Sunday, October 4
trina Ebbeson, Thomas Gray Fielder,
South.
Stevens
8
oilIce.
MCA.
Campus
much
have
staff
satisexpressed
The annual Freshman Reception given
related to the presidential campaign. EdiMarion H. Fitzgerald, Ruth Blackwell
10:30 Morning Worship. Mr. Berlew
with
tressfaction
their
office—and
especiby the Wesley Foundation Student Countorials and cartoons will be studied in ad- will preach on the theme: "Alcazaz and Autumn Stag Dance Ileld
Fletcher, Ruth Elizabeth Gray, Stephen
ally
sky-light
the
directly
Sugoverhead.
cil of the MAliodist Church will be held
dition to news policy. This course will be Jericho" or (Storming the Citadels of
Keith Gross. Virginia Keese Hardison,
ll'ednesday Night by A.A.U.IV.
this Saturday evening in the form of "a gestions have been made for naming the . .
open to qualified juniors and seniors ma- Doubt). Adult Vested Choir.
.
per,1-lope
new quarters. Among those submitted
'
was
season
the
of
dance
stag
governfirst
event."
The
sporting
be
and
will
Upperclassmen
history
American
joring in
7:00 TN. Evening Assembly (Twenty
are such choice designations as "The -'idelaide Jackman, Pauline Winfred Jelthe
under
evening
Wednesday
to
students.
last
hand
held
on
welcome
The
the
newcomers.
journalism
ment as well as to
John Lewis, Jr., Ruth W. McClelminutes of worship) followed by the Adult
auspices of the American Association of party will be in charge of Bernard Rob- Abode," "Nigger Heaven," "The Roost," I'ism'
Graduates and undergraduates in the and Student Forums.
land. Phyllis Marks, James Edward Marand
Pent
"The
House."
were
chaperons
The
bilis,
chairman of the social committee.
tenhoff, Ralph Norton Reynolds, Frederforestry course will be offered an exten- 7:30 Student Forum—Speaker: Mr. University Women.
1 O me reporter was caught going poetic
and Mrs. Turner and Prof. and
lick %Veigand Rawlinson. Maripnne Louise
sive program in Maine wild life research Kenneth Smith. State Secretary of the Prof.
the
other afternoon by beginning:
Mrs. Bryan. Music was furnished bs Homecoming To Be Held
'Russell, Elnora Louise Savage, Mary
and management. It is an endeavor to Y.M.C.A. and Director of the State Y.
Weekend of Colby Game "Sky-light, sky-light, first sky-light I
Perley Reynolds' orchestra. The comScribner, Dorothy Elizabeth Shiro, Irene
train students in wild life management Poys' Camp, Camp Character. "Getting
mittee in charge was Prof. Marion Buzsee tonight,... .
1Burr Spruce. Shirley Marcus Sweet,
and nature study and at the same time to .1head" is the subject announced.
Altinini Homecoming at the University
CrosRuth
Prof.
Wilson,
Faye
Prof.
zell,
More power to him!
'Frances Priscilla Thomas. Marion Rhoda
increase the wild life resources of the
Adult Forum—Speaker; Rev. Wayne
by. Miss Elizabeth Ring. and Mrs. John of Maine this year has been scheduled for
Vini-Tufts, Elaine E. VanNostrand, Julia %Vinstate. Another aim is to advise conserva- W. Robison, of Bangor. The topic-ant the weekend of the Colby-Maine football .
.
.
Mr.
R
W
Whitney, f the English de- if red Warren.
•
James Bennett Watson,
tion officers in the Game Department and nounced is "Religion under the Soviet
game. October 31, according to an anpartment, spent the summer at •Harvard ‘•
R.
a nesLt,ouJisre.,
,itisZ
.7
.Fh.r.a
develop game-cropping in relation to land • and Nazi Regimes."
nouncement in the October issue of the doing
Panhellenic Council Gives
research for his doctoral thesis on NI\'Iiiieeliamler,
White,
conservation. The University is cooper- "A Sporting Event" is-the-theme of the
Maine
Alunznus,
which
appeared
today.
Rushing
Fall
for
Rules
William Lily, a Sixteenth Century gramating in this program with the Maine Ex- party to be given by the Wesley FoundaTh ho e
11 be
h
Patronize Our Advertisers
The first Pan-Hellenic meeting of the rection of a committee of alumni, headed .marlan.
periment Station, Extension Division, the tion for freshmen and upperclassmen at
year was held Monday, September 28. by Professor Robert Drummond, of the
Department of Inland Fisheries and the Church. this Saturday. at 7:30.
•
with President Josephine Snare presid- ,class of 1905. The other members of the
Game. the Wildlife Institute, and the
'ing. Rules discussed last spring were de- committee are Miss Marion Rogers '30,
United States Bureau of Biological Sur- Balentine Officers Named
Come down and get acquainted with Orono's big store
In Elections Held Monday cided upon to go into effect this fall. Al- Professor Weston Evans '18, Albert D.
vey.
Building Supplies
Confectionery
Annual elections were held at Balentine though formal rushing is to be between Nutting '27. Professor NVnthrop C. LibElectrical Goods
Glassware
(Continued from Page One)
infortnal
Christmas,
and
Thanksgiving
Hall Monday, September 28. Josephine
by '32. Ted Curtis '23, and Alton Bell '37,
Enamelware
Hosiery
First
at
12:00
between
order
Knudsen Speaks
Snare, president of the !muse, presided. rushing will be in
.president of the Athletic Association.
Floor Coverings
Lingerie
General Assembly of Year 'Those chosen for office were as follows: and 1:30, and 5:00 and 7:30. There are
The committee states that it has plans
Paints and Varnish
Notions
S ice president, Faith Folger ; secretary, to be no elaborate parties but dinner dates it a larger and more enthusiastic turnRooting and Shingles
Stationery
"Social security, material resources, the
Hardware and Variety
Dot Haines; treasurer, Lucy Cobb; fire- and unpretentious gatherings are to be out this year than ever before, and in line
Sporting Goods
Toys
31-37 Mill St.
conquest of the extension of opportunities
allowed.
chief, Mary Leighton; assistant fire-chief,
with this aim an elaborate program is beWall Papers
Toilet Goods
and the application of the Golden Rule are
A freshman may he pledged after mid- ing arranged that will feature alumni and
Ruby Black; social chairman. Rose Whityou, and we think you will enjoy
help
to
all disappearing during the present unrest.
trying
enjoy
will
We
more. The proctors are: first floor, Alice semesters if she attains the rank of 2.'prominent students.
American south is not going red, as a relooking over our merchandise—Come in anyway.
Stewart; second, Kay Roe; third, Peg However. she cannot he initiated until she
sult, they are going more American. They
grades.
Advertisers
final
at
Our
rank
that
Patronize
attains
Hoxie.
Margaret
fourth,
Hinckley;
are becoming more socially minded, entering a higher type of public service, and
will bring about political improvement.
For in many places. American party politics are characterized iv corruption, dishonesty and gross inefficiency. American
youth will learn to represent groups adequately, to improve the quality of the
social life, and if going into politics will
discriminate between the honest man and
the scoundrel.
"College people could work a great
change if they were willing to dabble in
the common things of life and would render a vast amount of public service it they
could learn to understand the political and
social problems of their country.
"Now, as far as a career is concerned,
we used to be prepared for and step into
a job for which we were trained, after
graduating from college. Those in college today know more than we did who
graduated twenty-live 3 ears ago. You are
not afraid to tackle the realities of life and
are eager to make the plunge. There are
not enough professional openings for college graduates today, and if this were to
be the only purpose of a college educa•
the numbers cf undergraduates
would he greatly restricted.
"One of the important objectives in college preparation is to be able to render the
highest degree of service to yogr country.
Adaptability, drive, and pluck are the
characteristics of the .prcsent generation
of American youth. Do not be testricted.
but make your cr.vn way with enough
premium on individualism. Another episode has begun in the interesting drama
of life. Enter the great adventure enthusiastically, gladly and joyously."

i

PARK'S

Twenty-five Maine Men to Tackle
Columbia Lion at New York
Saturday
(Continued from Page Five)
with Al Nfallett acting as fullback.
While in New York, the team will view
a World Series game.
Those who left today are: Joe Hamlin,
Seth Williams, Ed Sherry. and Don
Adams. ends; Wally Gleason, Nolan
Jackson. Bill Webber, and I)ick Hayes,
tackles; Ernie Reitiman, Dewey Proctor,
Ilurleigh Roderick, 1.inky Fish. and Tom
Shannon, guards; Pat Hutchings. and
Tommy Crozier, centers; Franny Smith,
Rod Elliott, Phil Rogers, D'ck Quigley,
Phil Peterson, Ralph Iteicd, Then Minuitti. Al Mallen, Bob Hussey, and Jim Dow,
backs.
Also included in the party are Francis
Jones, student manager. T. S. Curtis. faculty manager of athletics, Stanley Wallace, trainer, and Fred Brice. coach.

.for tobacco
cut right to smoke right
There's a right way to carve a chicken or slice a ham.
And there's a right way to cut tobacco.
When thc tobacco in your cigarette is cut the way
it is in Chesterfield ... right width and right length
... it burns even and smooth ... it smokes better.
1q36. I trAser at Mrs,/ T000.coo Co.

